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1 Introduction
In a recent paper Özyıldız et al. (2018) discuss indexical shift under so-called communicative
reception reports (e.g. ‘hear’) in Turkish, as shown in (1). They note that there are two different
possibilities for the shift of the 1st person in such examples. Thus, apart from referring to the
actual speaker (a non-shifted reading), it can refer either to the matrix subject (i.e., the hearer) or
to the ablative source (i.e., the producer of the reported speech act).1

(1) Ayşe
Ayşe

Mercan’dan
Mercan.ABL

[kahraman-ım
hero-COP.1SG

diye]
DIYE

duy-du.
hear-PST.3SG

TURKISH

Ayşe1 heard from Mercan2 that she1/2 / Ispeaker was a hero.

Building on the fact the complementizer diye derives from the verb demek ‘say’, Özyıldız et al.
(2018) propose to analyze it (synchronically) as the verb of saying (in the gerund form), which
projects an agent argument realized by a null logophor (LOG), as in (2).2 They further argue
that communicative reception reports are ambiguous between a speech act, where the logophoric
center is the reported speaker realized as the ablative source (cf. the binding of LOG in (2a)),
and a propositional attitude, where the logophoric center is the hearer construed as the agent of an
internal speech act (cf. the binding of LOG in (2b)). The three-way ambiguity in (2) is explained
under the assumption that shift itself is driven by the (optional) monster operator, which (when
presents) shifts the 1st person to the doubly-ambiguous LOG.

*I WOULD LIKE TO THANK MY CONSULTANTS IN POSHKART AND THE PARTICIPANTS OF THE 2017 AND
2018 CHUVASH LINGUISTIC EXPEDITIONS AND OF THE 2017 HILL MARI EXPEDITION TO MIKRYAKOVO
AS WELL AS PARTICIPANTS OF THE POSTER SESSION OF SLE2018 IN TALLINN, TO WHOM I PRESENTED
SOME OF THIS MATERIAL.

1Özyıldız et al. (2018) also discuss possibilities for the shift of the 2nd person, which I omit, as Poshkart Chuvash
disallows shift of the 2nd person (see section 3.2).

2In Knyazev 2015, I briefly discussed indexical shift under verbs of hearing in Kalmyk in order to to support a
similar decomposition of the SAY-complementizer (although shifting possibilities there are different from Turkish).
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2 Knyazev

(2) a. Ayşe1 heard from Mercan2 [LOG2 [say [OPmonster [I2 am a hero]]. TURKISH

b. Ayşe1 heard from Mercan2 [LOG1 [say [OPmonster [I1 am a hero]].

In this paper I discuss indexical shift under communicative reception reports in another Turkic
language, Chuvash, specifically the dialect spoken in the Poshkart village in the Chuvash Republic
(the Volga Region of the Russian Federation), hencefoth Poshkart Chuvash (PC).3 While PC also
features a SAY-complementizer and indexical shift, the pattern there is somewhat different from the
Turkish pattern in (2). The shifted 1st person (under a SAY-complementizer) in principle can also
be controlled either by the matrix subject (attitude holder) or the ablative source. However, shift of
the 1st person to the ablative source requires a special morphological form of the complementizer,
i.e. past participle (tenine), as opposed to converb (teze). In addition, shift to the matrix subject
(i.e., hearer) under ‘hear’ is disallowed altogether. This is schematized in (3).

(3) a. [NOM1 [CP . . . V-1SG1 teze] say / think]. POSHKART CHUVASH

b. [NOM1 ABL2 [CP . . . V-1SG*1/*2 teze] hear].
c. [NOM1 ABL2 [CP . . . V-1SG*1/2 tenine] hear].

The aim of this paper is to explore how the proposal in Özyıldız et al. 2018 can be extended to
account for the pattern in (3). I will propose some additional assumptions to capture this pattern
and discuss a problem for this proposal. In the end, I will sketch a (construction-based) alternative,
which keeps the decomposition of the SAY complementizer in the grammar but does away with
syntactically representing its agent argument.

2 Overview of clausal complementation in Poshkart Chuvash
2.1 Main complementation strategies
Non-controlled complement clauses in PC are typically expressed by so-called participial clauses,
which are clauses with sentence-like internal syntax and participial heads (most commonly, the past
participle -n(@)), marked with possessive and case morphology, see (4b)–(4c) below.4 Participial
clauses are the default complementation strategy which combines with most propositional
predicates. Besides participial clauses, many (though not all) verbs of speech and thought including
the most common ones like kala ‘say’, ùotla ‘think’, ùan ‘believe’, etc. take ordinary finite
clauses followed by the complementizer teze (te-ze ‘say-CONV’), which is morphologically the
-zA converb of the verb te ‘say’ (henceforth, teze-clauses), see (5a)–(5b) below.5 Both participial
and teze-clauses usually occur preverbally and can be more or less freely re-ordered with matrix
arguments but are also possible in the postverbal position (with no discernible semantic/pragmatic
effects), cf. (7a).6 Finally, the verb te ‘say’ can directly embed finite clauses, see (7a).7

3All the data come from my own fieldwork and were elicited during the expeditions to the Chuvash Republic
organized by Masha Kholodilova and the Higher School of Economics in Saint Petersburg in 2017–2018.

4The possessive marker in PC has the “frozen” third person that is used with possessors of all persons. In participial
clauses, it is always realized in the accusative but is optional in oblique cases.

5Note that in PC the -zA converb as well as the -n@ participle without possesive/case markers can be (and in fact
very often are) used in finite clauses, cf. (4a)–(4c) below.

6Below I disregard these ordering differences, which appear to be largely due to individual usage preferences of
my consultants. Unfortunately, they are not controlled for in the data, as I largely stick to the first variant produced by
the consultant when eliciting his or her judgements.

7In this construction the clause must immediately precede the verb.
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The fact that teze-clauses combine with ordinary verbs of saying and thinking to express
speech reports/propositional attitudes suggests that they do not express the literal meaning of
‘say’ and are not fully compositional and thus are at least partly grammaticalized. At the same
time, teze-clauses are also disallowed with direct perception predicates (e.g. kor ‘see’) and do not
readily combine with cognitive semi-factives (see Sheehan and Hinzen 2011) such as pil ‘know’
and asta ‘remember’, which require participial clauses.8 This suggests that teze-clauses are not
fully grammaticalized and can be taken to express a saying event at some level of abstraction, i.e.,
as internal dialogue/mental utterance (see Özyıldız et al. 2018).9

2.2 Tenine-clauses
Apart from the complementizer teze, finite clauses can also be introduced by the form tenine
(te-n-i-ne ‘say-PTPL-P3-OBJ’), which is morphologically the past participle of the verb te
‘say’ (henceforth, tenine-clauses). Tenine-clauses are used with a handful of verbs expressing
acquisition of information (through a communicative act), most commonly ilt ‘hear’, but also pil
‘know/learn’, anla ‘understand’ and vul ‘read’ in a context which entails some communicative
act, as shown in (4a)–(4c).10 The distribution of tenine appears to roughly match the class of
communicative reception reports as understood in Özyıldız et al. 2018.

(4) a. maùa
Masha

[jonaýar
nearby

jal-da
village-LOC

poýar
fire

pol-za
be-CONV

tenine]
TENINE

ilt-r-ë.
hear-PST-3SG

‘Masha heard that there was a fire in the nearby village.’
b. ep

1SG.NOM

[es
2SG.NOM

katC-a
guy-OBJ

{kaj-n@
go-PTPL

tenine
TENINE

/ kaj-n-i-ne}]
go-PTPL-P3-OBJ

pil-d-@m.
know-PST-1SG

‘I learned (from someone’s words) that you got married.’
c. ep

1SG.NOM

[velosiped
bike

{ùimerl-ze
break-CONV

tenine
TENINE

/ ùimerl-n-i-ne}]
break-PTPL-P3-OBJ

anlan-d-@m.
understand-PST-1SG

‘I understood (from someone’s words) that [her] bike broke.’

Tenine-clauses can always be substituted by participial clauses (headed by the embedded verb),
as shown in (4b)–(4c), and sometimes (at least with ilt ‘hear’) by teze-clauses (see, e.g., (8b)) with
a minor effect on the meaning, whereby, according to my consultants, tenine-clauses emphasize
that the information was obtained from someone’s words (including from hearsay).

Although the meaning of tenine-clauses is in principle compatible with them being ordinary
participial clauses headed by the verb te ‘say’, they are (at least not always) fully compositional
and thus should be treated on a par with teze-clauses, i.e. as being partly grammaticalized (or
“non-canonical” in the sense of Matić and Pakendorf 2013, see footnote 9).11

8For reasons of space, a detailed discussion of the distribution of teze-clauses is beyond the scope of this paper.
9Matić and Pakendorf (2013) prefer to call non-literal/non-compositional uses of SAY “non-canonical” rather than

“grammaticalized” as many of such uses might be analyzed as (internal) speech acts.
10Again, a more detailed discussion of the meaning of tenine is beyond the scope of this work.
11At least some instances of tenine-clauses contain overt subjects, suggesting that they have a fully compositional

meaning. For example, in (i) the fact that the 2nd person pronoun es appears to (optionally) control the 1st person
agreement suggests that it is actually the subject of tenine, whereas the agreement is shifted (to this subject), see
sections 3.2 and 3.3 below. Incidentally note that the non-shifted reading with the 2nd person agreement shows that
tenine is not fully compositional (cf. ‘heard from my son that (#he said that) . . . ’).
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3 Indexical shift in Poshkart Chuvash
3.1 Indexical shift
Indexical shift is a situation where indexicals, i.e. 1st/2nd person pronouns/agreement, words
like here, now, etc., which are normally interpreted relative to the actual context, pick up their
reference from the reported context introduced by the matrix verb (a speech or thought predicate).
For example, in (5a)–(5b), the 1st person agreement on the embedded verb refers to the reported
speaker (expressed by the matrix subject) rather than to the actual speaker.

(5) a. maùa1
Masha

man-ranspeaker
1SG-ABL

x@r-a-p1
fear-PRS-1SG

{teze
TEZE

kala-r-ë
say-PST-3SG

/ te-r-ë}.
say-PST-3SG

‘Masha1 said that she1 was scared of me.’ (lit. ‘I am scared of me’)
b. vaCa1

Vasya
[man-aspeaker
1SG-OBJ

ùinder-e-p1
win-NPST-1SG

teze]
TEZE

ùotl-at.
think-NPST.3SG

‘Vasya1 thinks that he1 will beat me.’ (lit. ‘I will beat me’)

Indexical shift is distinguished from quotation/“direct speech”, where indexicals are also
interpreted relative to the reported context, in that it can appear in a situation where the clause
cannot be directly quoted.12 For example, clauses in (5a)–(5b) contain overt 1st person indexicals,
which refer to the actual speaker, suggesting that they are not quoted (henceforth I use this as a
diagnostic for indexical shift).13 Indexical shift has been diagnosed in a wide variety of languages
(for a typological survey see Deal 2017, Sundaresan 2018), including in at least three Turkic
languages, namely Turkish (see Şener and Şener 2011, Özyıldız et al. 2018), Uyghur (Shklovsky
and Sudo 2014), and Mishar Tatar (Podobryaev 2014).

3.2 General properties of indexical shift in Poshkart Chuvash
Typologically indexical shift differs along several dimension including at least (a) the type
of indexicals that shift; (b) the type of predicates under which shift occurs; (c) the

(i) ul-ran1
son-ABL

ilt-r-@m
hear-PST-1SG

[eshearer,2
2SG.NOM

on-a1
3SG-OBJ

pilk
five

lart-sa
put-CONV

par-a-p2/par-a-n2
give-NPST-1SG/give-NPST-2SG

tenine].
TENINE

‘I heard from [my] son1 that (you said that) you would give him1 an “Excellent” (= “5”) (grade).

12There are potential problems with this assumption having to do with the phenomenon of unquotation (see Maier
to appear for some discussion, see also Shimamura 2018 in connection with indexical shift in Japanese.)

13The standard diagnostic in the literature involves wh-movement (and also NPI licensing) of the element inside
the clause (see, e.g., Shklovsky and Sudo 2014, Özyıldız et al. 2018, etc.), cf. (i), which is supposedly impossible in
quotation (but see the previous footnote). In my view, this diagnostic makes the examples (which are already quite
difficult) very hard to parse for the consultants, therefore, I prefer the “overt pronoun” diagnostic, which works very
well for my consultants, especially if they are shown pictures establishing the relevant contexts.

(i) [menle
which

predmet-pa
subject-INS

par-d-@m1
give-PST-1SG

teze]
TEZE

kala-r-ë
say-PST-3SG

vaCa1?
Vasya

‘A test on which subject did Vasya1 say he1 passed?’
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obligatoriness/optionality of shift (see Deal 2017). In PC indexical shift appears to have the
properties listed in (6).14 I illustrate some of these properties below.

(6) a. Only null (but not overt) subject pronouns (= verbal agreement) can shift.
b. Only 1st (but not 2nd) person subject pronouns (verbal agreement) can shift.
c. Shift is optional.
d. Shift occurs only in teze- and tenine-clauses and under the verb te ‘say’.

Example (7a) ilustrates property (6a), cf. the overt 1st person pronoun ep, which disallows
shifted reading (see also (7c)). Note that the shifted 1st person agreement co-occurs with the
(optional) 3rd person pronoun v@l. This pattern is reminiscent of subject logophors triggerring 1st
person agreement in some African languages, a pattern which is sometimes extended to languages
without specialized logophors, see Nikitina 2012 and Deal 2017 for further discussion (a similar
pattern is also reported for Telugu in Messick 2017).15

(7) a. man-a
1SG-OBJ

maùa1
Masha

kala-r-ë
say-PST-3SG

[(v@l1)/*ep1
3SG.NOM/1SG.NOM

san-ranhearer
2SG-ABL

enë
cow

il-e-pi
take-NPST-1SG

teze].
TEZE

‘Masha1 told me that she1 is buying a cow from you.’
b. maùa

Masha
man-a
1SG-OBJ

[(epspeaker)
1SG.NOM

miùa-na
Misha-OBJ

ùinder-d-emactual speaker
win-PST-1SG

teze]
TEZE

kala-r-ë.
say-PST-3SG

‘Masha told me that I beat Misha.’
c. maùa

Masha
vaCa-ya1
Vasya-OBJ

[(v@l1)
3SG.NOM

man-aspeaker
1SG-OBJ

ùinder-et1/*ùinder-en1
win-NPST-3SG/win-NPST-2SG

teze]
TEZE

kala-r-ë
say-PST-3SG

‘Masha told Vasya1 that he1 would beat me.’

Examples (7b) and (7c) illustrate properties (6b) and (6c), respectively. In particular, (7b)
shows that 1st person agreement (controlled by the null subject) in principle allows non-shifted
reading.16 Finally, (6d) follows from the fact that shift is restricted to agreement on finite verbs,
which appear only in teze- and tenine-clauses and under the verb te ‘say’.

3.3 Indexical shift under communicative reception reports
So far we have seen 1st person shift only to the matrix subject. To see if shift is possible to
non-subject arguments, we may look at verbs like ‘hear’, which realize the reported speaker (i.e.
the author of the reported context) as the ablative phrase/from-PP (this is precisely what Özyıldız
et al. (2018) did, as we saw in section 1). Consider the data in (8). Example (8a) shows that the

14These properties are quite similar to Mishar Tatar (Podobryaev 2014) except that PC lacks shift of possessive
agreement due to the loss of first/second possessive markers, see footnote 4.

15Deal (2017) raises the possibility that the shifted null 1st person subject pronouns in languages like Mishar Tatar
and possibly also in PC (see the previous footnote) are in fact silent logophors.

16It should be noted, however, that speakers strongly prefer overt 1st person pronouns for subjects referring to the
actual speaker, however, they do allow null pronouns in the right context.
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shift of the 1st person agreement to the ablative source is only possible under tenine but not under
teze unless an extra verb of saying (in the participle form) is inserted; cf. teze under ‘hear’ without
indexical shift in (8b). Note that shift under teze in (8a) is not blocked by the presence of v@l, as it
is possible under ‘say’ in (7a) and the same pattern is observed without v@l in (8c).

(8) a. ep
1SG.NOM

maùa-ran1
Masha-ABL

[v@l1
3SG.NOM

san-ranhearer
2SG-ABL

enë
cow

il-e-p1
take-NPST-1SG

{tenine
TENINE

/ *teze
TEZE

/

teze
TEZE

kala-n-i-ne}]
say-PTPL-P3-OBJ

ilt-r-@m.
hear-PST-1SG

‘I heard from Masha1 that she1 is buying a cow from you.’
b. ep

1SG.NOM

maùa-ran1
Masha-ABL

[v@l1
3SG.NOM

san-ranhearer
2SG-ABL

enë
cow

il-ze
take-CONV

teze]
TEZE

ilt-r-@m.
hear-PST-1SG

‘I heard from Masha1 that she1 bought a cow from you.’
c. ep

1SG.NOM

eki-ren1
sister-ABL

[katC-a
guy-OBJ

kaj-a-p1
go-NPST-1SG

tenine/*teze]
TENINE/TEZE

ilt-r-@m.
hear-PST-1SG

‘I heard from my1 sister that she1 is getting married (to some guy).’

Thus we see that the pattern in (8) slightly differs from the Turkish pattern in (1) in that the
shift of the 1st person to the ablative source triggers a change in the morphological form of the
complementizer. A further difference is that in PC neither of the complementizers allows shift of
the 1st person to the matrix subject (hearer), as shown in (9).

(9) vaCa1
Vasya

maùa-ran
Masha-ABL

[v@l1
3SG.NOM

man-aspeaker
1SG-ABL

ùinder-ne
win-PTPL

/ *ùinder-de-m
win-PST-1SG

teze
TEZE

(tenine)]
TENINE

ilt-r-ë.
hear-PST.3SG

‘Vasya1 heard from Masha that he1 beat me [in a competition].’

Now the question is how the overall pattern of indexical shift in PC (schematized in (3) above)
can be accounted for under Özyıldız et al. 2018 decompositional analysis of complementizers.

4 Analysis
I assume that teze/tenine is synchronically a converb/participle of te‘say’ and thus express a
(perhaps internal) speech event and project an agent argument. I also assume that the agent of
te is the logophoric center of the clause (the effect of this is not visible in Turkish, where the
subject of diye is LOG, but visible in PC). Finally, I follow Özyıldız et al. 2018 in assuming a
monster-based account, whereby shift is achieved via mediation of the logophor, see (2) above.

Now we need two additional assumptions to account for the PC pattern in (3), which are given
in (10). The assumption in (10a) is motivated by the fact that -zA converbs are subject-oriented
(see Pazelskaya 2001). The assumption in (10b) remains a stipulation in need of future research.17

(10) a. The subject of teze is subject-oriented (PRO), the subject of tenine is a logophor.
b. The logophoric center of communicative reception verbs in PC is the ablative phrase.

17Ilt ‘hear’ in PC and Turkish duy ‘hear’ have different origins, suggesting that they might have different semantics.
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These assumptions have the effect of correctly predicting, first, that 1st person under tenine
will shift to the ablative phrase, which is, by (10b), the logophoric center, see (11c), and, second,
that shift under teze with ‘hear’ will be disallowed altogether due to a conflict between (10a) and
(10b), i.e. the 1st person must shift simultaneously to the ablative phrase (as the agent of te is
the logophoric center) and to the matrix subject, by (10a); cf. (11a), where both (10a) and (10b)
correctly point to the matrix subject.

(11) a. NOM1 [ConvP [PRO1 [CP . . . V-1SG1] te] -ze] say/think.
b. NOM1 ABL2 [ConvP [PRO*1/*2 [CP . . . V-1SG1] te] -ze] hear.
c. NOM1 ABL2 [PtplP [LOG*1/2 [CP . . . V-1SG*1/2] te] -nine] hear.
d. *NOM1 ABL2 [ConvP [PRO*1/*2 [CP . . . te] -ze] hear.

This account, however, runs into a problem as it incorrectly predicts that teze will be impossible
under ‘hear’ in the absence of shift (cf. (8b) and (9)) as there is still a conflict between (10a) and
(10b) in (11d). To solve this problem, we need to assume that teze is decomposed only under shift,
which is undesirable as a uniform decomposition of complementizers is to be preferred.

Consider an alternative where the agent of teze/tenine is not syntactically represented and where
the “logophoric intepretation” of the 1st person under teze/tenine is encoded in the meaning of
the 1SG + TE construction directly, as in (12a), where te is underspecified with respect to its
morphological form (effectively, mimicking the decompositional account).

(12) a. [. . . LOGOPHORIC CENTER1 . . . [CP . . . V-1SG1 te] . . . V]
b. [. . . SUBJECT1 . . . [CP . . . V-1SG1 teze] . . . V]

The pattern in (11a)–(11c) will follow from encoding the subject-orientation of shift under teze
by yet another, more specific 1SG + TEZE construction, as in (12b), which inherits the properties
of 1SG + TE. This will lead to the same conflict between the logophoric interpretation and subject-
orientation as we saw above. But, crucially, it will not incorrectly rule out (11d) as neither (12a)
nor (12b) imposes any specific constraints on teze in the absence of the 1st person agreement.18

5 Conclusion
I have discussed indexical shift under communicative reception reports in PC, focusing on the
differences between PC and Turkish (as discussed by Özyıldız et al. 2018). I showed that,
in contrast to Turkish, shift of the 1st person to the ablative source in PC requires a special
(participle) form of the SAY-complementizer, whereas the shift to the nominative subject (hearer)
is disallowed altogether. I explored a decompositional account of SAY-complementizers as in
Özyıldız et al. 2018 (where they project an agent of saying interpreted as the logophoric center)
with the additional assumption that the complementizer teze is subject-oriented and that the
logophoric center with verbs of hearing in PC is the ablative source. I also discussed a problem
for the decompositional account, namely that is must be exempt from the complements without
indexical shift. Finally, I sketched a construction-based alternative where the logophoricity
and subject-orientation of SAY-complementizers is encoded directly in the construction without
explicit representation of the agent argument.

18The proposed solution is inspired by construction-based/parallel architecture approaches of the kind developed
by Adele Goldberg/Ray Jackendoff, although I must leave the actual technical implementation for future research.
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